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About This Game

Negotiations have failed. We tried to destroy the technology we'd spent so long building. Now is the time for action. The
ultimate battle for survival rages on between humans and androids. Use your strategies to dominate and destroy in System Siege.

Who will be left when the smoke clears, commander?

System Siege is a top-down turn-based strategy game set in the distant future. An homage to the classics, System Siege
showcases a diverse range of units and commanders to choose from - know their strengths and dominate.

Choose your commander from a set of three, each bringing a unique advantage to the battlefield.

Featuring a unique soundtrack with a mix of retrowave and rock, the classics live again.

Early Access includes a campaign with three tutorial missions to teach the basics. When you’ve mastered the easy part, join a
quick-play multiplayer game and test your mettle or create custom games against AI.

Current Features

 Use a variety of units, terrain and tactics to outsmart your enemy - whether flanking in the back for sabotage or mowing
down exo soldiers in the front lines with heavy tanks. Our army is yours to command.

 Assume the role of one of three commanders, each with a unique twist to keep your opponent on the edge. Build faster,
move further, break better. Who will you be today, commander?
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 Test your mettle on the battlefield with 1v1 online quick-play, or challenge your friends and find out who ranks
supreme when the dust has settled.
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I've been waiting a while for something like this where the experience has been designed with standing up in mind rather than
sitting down. Travel to the Solar System planets in an instant and then hover over the planets and basically look at them and
Space all round them; very nice and well made! Saturn looks massive in VR you can also check out the International Space
Station close up. My only gripe is I can't have a closer look at the Moon as it's not a Planet but that would be an awesome edition
in a one off capacity!

My setup is using GTX1080 and 1.4 super sampling and it now works fine after latest update - you probably can go a little
higher and that's what I'm gonna do later...
I think families and people who are new to VR would like this program as a 'look at what VR can do' sorta program, and also for
people who just like looking at Space stuff.. As someone who loves basketball i gotta say this game is awful there are no
positives and some in excusable cons. Im 100% sure that the NBA is the most used league and its impossible to play in it. 1.
there is no way to see your record or the standings around the league 2. this is the worst part of the game when you coach in the
NBA there is no free agency at all or there is no list of free agents and all the big name players resign with there original team so
you have to build your team throught the draft and thats it. Wow this is terrible. I am such a huge Neil Gaiman fan that even
when I read other reviews marking this as terrible I bought it anyway. I'm not sure what happened here. How did they make such
an insufferable game? I made it through exactly 17 painful minutes of repeatedly clicking on the same highlighted ghostable
items in a room listening to the same annoying sound effects over and over in order to slowly fill up a scare bar made of skulls
so that it would beat that level before utterly giving up on this game. I wish steam had a refund policy. This could have been a
sandwich or a terry pratchett novel. I wasted this $10. Don't do like I did. You could just open a screenshot of the game, put on
a halloween music playlist, and click on one spot of the image for 10 minutes and imagine yourself to have beat that level
instead of playing this game. It would be as interesting and less annoying.. Ooh yay, yet another 'hurr-durr dis gem iz hard'
game.

Ok, I get that some people get some entertainment out of these, and most of them are cleverly thought out and put together, so
that no time is spent figuring out the mechanics. But this game just doesn't play well at all. I couldn't figure out what the
hitboxes of the wheels were, making the game not just hard, but also annoying. It wouldn't have been bad if I could have set my
own controls. Using the arrow keys to move is meh, I prefer AWSD, but using the up arrow to jump just makes this game
unplayable. Also the physics are st00pid.

Unfortunately I can't recommend the game, despite the low price. Save your pennies, folks!

UPDATE: So I was contacted to change my review in light of recent changes that have been made by the developer.
One thing I can give credit for is that the developer seems to care about constructive criticism and wants to improve upon what
he has made and has as such implemented AWSD controls after my review. Jumping however, is still a pain as I'd rather have a
dedicated button that isn't part of my control pad. Music doesn't restart upon death anymore, fortunately removing another layer
of obnoxiousness. Hitboxes are still eh.

A small thing I forgot to mention in my first review was how the first checkpoint was stupid, because you need a run-up to do
the next gauntlet, meaning you have to track back a little every time you die. This doesn't make the game hard, just annoying.

All in all, I'd say that maybe I was too harsh at first and the game is just unfinished and needs some polish. This game does have
potential to be functional, and I'm sure the developer can do it!. Great graphics and sound, and a fun workout! The developers
put serious polish into small details and transitions. There's little graphical effects and sounds that create a nice feeling of
impact. The transitions when you're getting your♥♥♥♥♥kicked are very cool. Awesome game Survios!. Yet another wave
shooter. But guess what? This one is actually fun to play. I got this game on the Halloween sale for $2.49. I can happily say that
that in the ~15 minutes of playing this game, that I already got my money's worth. I think kids especially would love this, but
even as an adult, I enjoyed it.

So the ghosts appear 180 degrees in front of you, which means you can play sitting or standing. You have one gun and one
vacuum contraption (which you can switch to a gun), and you suck the ghosts into the vacuum after injuring them with your gun
just like Ghostbusters. Slimer and the marshmallow man are missing though (very disappointing there).
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There are several ghost types. And after the first two waves, the action gets very hectic. I have not been able to beat the boss
ghosts yet. The gunplay is responsive and feels good. I suggest just holding the trigger down as you do have unlimited ammo and
there is no reloading. There are 3 maps, you unlock the 2nd map when you score more than 2,000 points in the first map, which
wasn't too difficult for me. There are also leaderboards.

My only complaint is that I wish there were more different guns that did different things and that you could decide when to use
the powerups. The powerups just happen when you fill up the meter, so the "powerup" use is not always advantageous, just
random. Coop mode would also be nice. Also, with the different maps, the ghosts could use different skins so that it feels
different from map to map.

Sale Price Rating 7\/10, normal price rating 5\/10 ... So good recommendation on sale, tepid recommendation at normal price.
This, like other toposims, is definetly different from the dull, ice cream-looking mountains. When you get close enough to the
trees (as close as you usually do) they appear real.. *sigh* What happened? I played the first iteration of this game years ago and
was hooked by it. I come back today and play this desperate travesty.

A wonderful, simple little hacking game utterly ruined by unnecessary features and a terrible GUI.

Play Hacknet or Uplink instead.. Nice sandbox sci fi pixel game with cool story and you can play with some mods also you can
play with friends
it has a quest its like Rpg you got main quest and side quest
its fun real fun and bit harder than other one if you know what game is that
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Pros:
- Many ways to die
- Atmospheric
- Simple
- Customizable character sheet
- Free
- Achievements

Cons
- Finishing can be quite tedious
- What items are good\/bad not clear

Personal Rating: 3.5\/5. Right now, I would recommend the game, *if* you have a friend or two who will also play it
with you. Admittedly, it's been a while since I picked it up, but the AI in the game is a margin above target dummy.
The ship controls well, the (limited) game modes are pretty fun (timed or kills), and the music is amazing (seriously
though, this soundtrack is the reason I cannot wait until this game is actually done).

My only qualms with the game are its limitations. There is enough here to warrant playing it with friends for a couple
of hours, but single-player is non-existent right now (because of the lack of a tough AI).. Do NOT BUY. This game is
dead. There is no update at all and this game is still in early access.

Crooks like dev of this game thought of an idea for a game and create a prototype of it and label it as early access
hoping to hit the Jackpot but when sales is miserably bad, they just bail and leave the game to die.

The game was launch on march 2017 and it went to down 65% discount after two months.
Dev only continue to slash the price with discount to lure more victims. Don't fall for it.

They are probably making another prototype game to scam again.. Once you start playing one of the Rusty Lake's
episodes, you are doomed: you will begin to want to know more and understand more! And suddenly you will be one of
us....The past is never dead, this is not even past <3. Time Played :31 minutes.

TOO MUCH TIME PLAYING THIS...

10/10 ( Burkina Faso). The hell even is a Benbo?. This has a lot of potential but needs a lot of work. There are a lot of
cool things in this demo that could easily be made better with simple tweaks, like adding motion control feedback with
the shield or striking anything really. The hands felt slightly off to me too, like they were in my wrists. The inability to
turn was aggrivating on both track pad and teleport. I hope the team continues to devleop this game and really polish it
up. Can't wait to see a final version.. Ikki Tousen not gonna lie I buy this DLC cuz Ryo fu, Lu Bu :3
. Steam offered - I bought, why not?. After purchase this DLC was not installed. Waiting for the developer to fix this
issue.

New info as of 23-4-2017:
The DLC is now downloadable and installs as intended. The developer has fixed the issue.
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